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SAFETY SWIMMING POOL COVERS

BEFORE AFTER

Protect your family with the only mesh pool
cover that passed the elephant test.
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SAFETY
SO UNIQUE IT’S
PATENTED

DESIGNED
TO FIT YOUR

POOL
AND YOUR

STYLE
CLEAN &
BEAUTIFUL

YEAR
ROUND

NO MORE
MAINTENANCE

LOOP-LOC® puts an unbreakable “lock” on your pool to protect your family. And 

only LOOP-LOC is available with the patented CABLE-LOC™ and GAPGUARD® 

Child Safety Intrusion Barriers. They close the dangerous gaps created where raised 

obstructions meet the cover’s edge, so there’s no way a child or pet can slip through.

LOOP-LOC’s exclusive Computer Aided Design ensures a perfect, custom fit for 
any shape or size pool: from a simple square to the most complex installation, 

LOOP-LOC can manufacture a custom cover with the perfect fit for any pool or spa.

LOOP-LOC always stays tight, clean and beautiful on your pool – unlike a saggy, 

unsightly waterbag cover that becomes a dangerous, slippery swamp after just a 

few rains. LOOP-LOC’s super dense mesh allows rain to drain through. The cover 

stays dry and beautiful in any weather!

Unlike solid waterbag covers, a LOOP-LOC requires no pumping, scrubbing or 
heavy maintenance. Plus, it’s easy to install and remove with LOOP-LOC’s unique 

anchoring system.

This solid waterbag cover
is a slimy, unsafe mess after

just a few rains.

A LOOP-LOC safety swimming 
pool cover stays beautifully dry 

and safe in any weather.
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LOOP-LOC covers not only meet, but exceed, ASTM standards for Safety Swimming Pool Covers F 1346-91. To show our commitment and dedication to the safety and security of your 
family, LOOP-LOC covers have undergone extensive outside testing through Underwriters Laboratories (U.L.) and have earned the seal of approval for safety swimming pool covers. 
(Please note: “Bubbles” the elephant, is seen standing on the mesh cover as a demonstration of the substantial amount of weight that LOOP-LOC covers can withstand in the event of an 
emergency. Contact with sharp-hooved animals will damage the covers.)



Super Dense Mesh

Unique Anchors

Blocks virtually all sunlight, but lets rain and melting 
snow easily drain through.

Offers ultimate protection and
fit flush with the deck.

Choice of black, gray, green, tan or blue to complement your outdoor décor.



You’ll probably never need a pool cover safe and strong enough to support 
the weight of “Bubbles,” the African elephant seen on the cover. 

But imagine how safe you’ll feel owning the only pool cover that’s 
proven it can: the LOOP-LOC® Safety Swimming Pool Cover.

Protect your family with the only mesh pool
cover that passed the elephant test.

Super Dense Mesh
Blocks virtually all sunlight, but lets rain and 
melting snow easily drain through.



1. A LOOP-LOC cover is the only safety cover to 
be awarded UL certification year after year.

2. Mesh construction lets rain and melting snow 
drain right through.

3. LOOP-LOC is so durable, it’s backed by a 
15-year prorated warranty and so safe, it may 
reduce your liability insurance. 

4. LOOP-LOC is so lightweight, putting it on and 
taking it off your pool is a snap.

5. LOOP-LOC blends beautifully into any 
backyard, with your choice of standard Spring 
Green or four optional designer colors.

6. LOOP-LOC’s patented CABLE-LOC™ and 
GAPGUARD® Child Safety Intrusion Barriers 
close the gap created when a pool includes 
raised obstructions located at the cover’s 
edge.

7. The polyester bonded thread used in LOOP-
LOC covers is 30% stronger in thread size 
and produces a higher margin of safety in all 
seams compared to our competitors.

There’s Only One LOOP-LOC.

HERE ARE 15 REASONS WHY.

8. Double perimeter webbing and 
double-thick straps give our covers an 
incredibly high break strength.

9. We use extremely high-strength, non-
corrosive 302 grade stainless steel 
springs for superior weight-bearing 
capacity.

10. Unique brass anchors recess flush with 
the deck when the cover is removed.

11. We sew the webbing to the cover 
using contrasting white thread, instead 
of black, to ensure that not a single 
stitch is missed.

12. We use 87% black yarn in our fabric for 
superior UV stability.

13. Chafe strips are manufactured with 
exclusively virgin material – not 
“regrind,” which tends to stain decking.

14. Non-corrosive aluminum tips are 
double-notched for stability.

15. The large X-tacking on LOOP-LOC 
straps is sewn manually for precise 
placement and maximum strength.



Cover without panels blocks 100% of sunlight and 
comes with automatic pump, which must be used at 
all times to meet ASTM safety cover standards.

LOOP-LOC covers not only meet, but exceed ASTM standards for Safety Swimming Pool Covers F 1346-91.  To show our commitment 
and dedication to the safety and security of your family, LOOP-LOC covers have undergone extensive outside testing through 
Underwriters Laboratories (U.L) and have earned the seal of approval for safety swimming pool covers. 

You no longer have to choose between the light weight of a mesh 
pool cover and the light-blocking benefits of a solid cover. 

Revolutionary ULTRA-LOC II gives you the best of both worlds!

Patent Pending ULTRA-LOC II® Solid Safety 
Cover Is Tougher than Tough, Stronger than Strong!

0%
VINYL

 100%
RECYCLABLE
ULTRA-STRONG
MATERIAL

15
YEAR

PRORATED
WARRANTY

Superior “bounce back” 
eliminates ugly pockets of 

water and debris

Drains super-fast with optional 
mesh drainage panels



Blends beautifully into any 
backyard décor in your choice 
of blue, tan or green

Incredibly 
lightweight
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Is environmentally friendly 
because its 100% ultra-strong 
polypropylene material 
(0% vinyl) is 100% recyclable.

Bounces back better and 
drains super fast. No more ugly 
pockets of water and debris 
that is found with typical solid 
vinyl covers.

Requires no scrubbing or heavy 
maintenance like solid waterbag 
covers. And it’s much lighter in 
weight than typical solid vinyl 
covers, so putting it on and 
taking it off your pool is a snap!

Fits any pool or spa perfectly, 
from a simple square to a 
complex installation with a 
custom cover.

It’s the only solid safety 
pool cover that:



UNIQUE SOLUTIONS FOR  
ONE-OF-A-KIND POOLS

CABLE-LOC
TM

We’ve Raised the Bar on 
Raised Wall Installation
Installing LOOP-LOC safety covers on 

pools with raised walls is now a whole lot 

easier for you . . . and a more beautiful 

experience for your customers. Our 

innovative new CABLE-LOC treatment 

features flexible anchor positioning for 

much faster installation, exceptional 

quality materials, and a sleek new look 

homeowners will love!

33%
FEWER
ANCHORS

FASTER
& EASIER
TO INSTALL

ELEGANT
& STURDY
DESIGN 1.  New smaller-profile SAFEDGE® Saftey Barrier is 

segmented to better adapt to walls

2.  Aircraft-quaility stainless steel cable has 5,000 
lb. break strength

3. Maximum 18” anchor spacing
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PROTECT-A-GAP
The Safest, Simplest way to Close Gaps Created by Raised Spas.
LOOP-LOC’s PROTECT-A-GAP technology is the perfect safety cover solution for raised spas, 

waterfalls, rises or any obstruction higher than 9 ,̋ where a two-cover treatment is not desired. It is 

easy to install and can be “field fit” to provide the most secure gap barrier for each cover. Plus, the 

materials are flexible enough to provide a close fit on virtually any shape. With PROTECT-A-GAP, 

you can feel confident that your pool will remain safe and secure.

AQUA-LOC
®

The Zipped-up Solution  
for Obstructions and  
Oversized Pools.
Large commercial pools and pools with 

rails and other non-removable raised 

obstructions have always posed challenges 

for safety swimming pool cover installation. 

LOOP-LOC’s  patent pending new  

AQUA-LOC treatment is easy to install, 

easy to use, and greatly reduces the need 

for strap-and-buckle treatments. Meets

all ASTM standards for safety covers.

1.  YKK industrial zipper secures cover sections

2.  Black urethane UV coating protects zipper

3.   Stainless steel block prevents zipper from  
being opened

4. Key-lockable cable secures block in place

21
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1.  Triangular flap of mesh material sewn to underside of cover.

2.  Extrusion with multiple anchoring locations sewn to flap where it meets deck and raised obstruction

3.  Standard LOOP-LOC hardware installed at approx. 3’ intervals, secures flap to deck and obstruction

1
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Owners of on-ground pools (surrounded by at least 2 feet of deck*) can 
enjoy the same safety, strength and protection owners of in-ground pools 

have enjoyed for years with a LOOP-LOC On-Ground safety cover.

Superior Safety, Strength and Protection.
ON-GROUND POOL COVERS
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Mesh lets rain pass through, so no hazardous standing 
water collects on top.

Non-corrosive type 302 stainless steel springs and  
double-notched aluminum tips.

Durable double-thick solid polypropylene webbing straps 
surround entire perimeter, not just corners.

Easy to maintain. Mesh fabric requires no scrubbing and 
powdering when you remove it.

The Only On-Ground Pool Cover 
Good Enough To Be LOOP-LOC

GOES
ON &
OFF

IN A SNAP!

UNIQUE
PATENTED
BRACKET

FITS 
MANY 
DECKS

BUILT
SUPER
STRONG

TO PROTECT
CHILDREN & PETS

*NOTE: Pool must be surrounded by a self-supporting deck at least 2 feet wide. Not for basic above-ground pools.



4½’ or 5’
Exceeds U.S. Consumer 

Product Guidelines

HIGH
QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION

EASY
SET UP & 
REMOVAL

CONVENIENT
AND HASSLE

FREE
Heights of

The first removable fencing good enough to come from LOOP-LOC!

Superior poly-coated, 
open-weave mesh black 
fabric offers high tensile 
strength and excellent 
UV stability. 

Premium fiberglass or aluminum poles are non-corrosive, 
rust-proof, and color matched to our black fabric.

While there’s no substitute for adult supervision, BABY-LOC provides a convenient extra layer of 

protection to help deter toddlers from gaining access to a swimming pool, raised deck or dock.


